
MOTORCYCLE 
RIDING SCHOOLS

SAFETY THROUGH COMMUNICATION

The global market leader in wireless communication systems for motorcyclists, 
Cardo Systems, is proud to be the communicator of choice by riding schools all 
around the world. 
When learning to ride, and teaching those new riders, it is paramount to the rider 
and instructor to be in the safest conditions possible and trust the equipment 
being used. Receiving and giving messages while learning can often mean the 
difference between life and death.

cardosystems.com

ABOUT CARDO



"There is no question- when teaching, communication is critical"

The Communication Solution

A

Dynamic Mesh Communication: Up to 15 riders with set & forget intercom  

Covid-19 Protection                                            Communication 
While Training

Cost Effective

• Eliminate Cross-Contamination - Many riding schools are utilizing the availability of Cardo Systems 
2nd Helmet Kits- one-time use mounting kit- to eliminate cross contamination between students

• Small Cost to Ensure Safety - The small cost of the 2nd Helmet Kit is built into the training price by 
the riding school and the school’s PACKTALK Bold units are used for the training

• Units Easily Sanitized - Each PACKTALK Bold can be easily sanitized with wipes to eliminate cross 
contamination when they are transferred from student to student between courses 

• Helmet Already Fit for Purchase - The unit is removed and the mounting kit stays in the trainee’s 
helmet after training. They then have the option to purchase a PACKTALK Bold unit of their own if 
they would like to - without the requirement of fitting the speakers and microphone etc.

The PACKTALK BOLD allows a constant open line of communication between 
the trainer and their trainees while in motion. We have created the 2nd Helmet 
Kit as a way to ensure this safety is easily transferable from rider to rider, or from 
student to student.

*BUFFOS SCHOOL SPAIN

Miguel Durán- CEO Buffos Riding School, Spain

Dynamic Mesh Communication
DMC®


